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Land Use Impacts on the Fisheries of the Swan Drainage
by Steve Leathe, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife &. Parks
A unique combination of economic and 
political events beginning about ten years 
ago allowed the Montana Department of 
Fish. Wildlife and Parks and the U.S. Forest 
Service to conduct a unique basinwide 
fisheries study in the Swan River drainage 
in northwestern Montana. The study was 
funded by the Bonneville Power Ad­
ministration as part of the Columbia River 
Basin Fish and Wildlife Program, and its 
objective was to determine the cumulative 
biological and economic impacts of 20 
proposed small hydroelectric projects on 
the fisheries of the Swan River drainage. 
These projects, placed on small tributaries 
to the Swan River, would each have 
consisted of a small diversion dam and 
corresponding underground pipelines to 
transport water one half to three miles 
downhill to a powerhouse where the 
water would be returned to the stream. A 
major concern to fishery biologists was 
that a substantial amount of silt would 
enter the stream due to excavation of 
pipeline routes in steep unstable terrain 
within stream corridors. Excessive sedi­
ment in streams can clog the streambed, 
suffocating Incubating trout eggs and 
filling the spaces between and underlying 
cobbles where young trout often reside. 
The presence of migratory fish—like bull 
trout—compounded the problem since 
negative Impacts on spawning and rearing 
success In small headwater nursery 
streams would eventually effect the 
fishery of Swan Lake.
The first and most time consuming step 
of the study was to survey and inventory 
fish populations and habitat quality in 260 
miles of the 46 tributary streams 
considered in the study. The streams were 
divided into 102 physically distinct 
segments (or 'reaches'), and ground 
surveys were conducted on 74 of these 
during the summers of 1982 and 1983. 
These two-day surveys were conducted 
by crews of two fisheries' technicians and 
included numerous measurements of 
stream habitat (stream bed and bank 
characteristics), and an estimate of the 
number and species of trout present was 
made using electrofishing equipment 
Also, surveys were done in 1983 to 
determine the number of anglers, their 
catch and the economic value of their 
fishing on Swan Lake (2,700 acres), 53 
miles of the Swan River, and the 260-mile 
tributary system.
The tributary and river surveys showed 
that the Swan system differs markedly 
from the way it was prior to the arrival of 
white settlers in the west. Westslope 
cutthroat trout once the dominant native 
trout species, are now found almost 
exclusively in the remote headwaters of 
the steepest streams which probably are 
too inaccessible and environmentally 
harsh for introduced brook trout and 
rainbow trout to colonize. The lower 
reaches of most tributary streams have 
essentially been taken over by the brook
trout while the river itself is now 
populated primarily by rainbow and brook 
trout. The near-absence of cutthroats in 
the lower ends of the tributaries, the river 
and Swan Lake indicates that the 
migratory cutthroat common in the 
Flathead Lake/River system has dis­
appeared from the Swan. This observation 
is not atypical of many Montana water­
sheds where competing exotic fish 
species have been introduced. Com­
pounding the problems for migratory 
cutthroat in the Swan are introductions of 
kokanee salmon and predatory northern 
pike.
Fortunately, the population of native bull 
trout has managed to survive the changes 
in the drainage that have occurred In this 
century. The study findings showed about 
5,000 bull trout longer than 16 inches 
reside in Swan Lake. This is a much 
denser population than in Flathead Lake or 
Pend Oreille Lake in Idaho. Growth of 
these fish is very good in Swan Lake, 
where fish average about 20 inches long 
after six years. Each year about 1,000 
adults leave Swan Lake to spawn during 
the fall in four main tributary streams 
where 90 percent of all bull trout 
spawning in the entire Swan drainage 
occurs. The young bull trout spend one to 
three years in their natal streams before 
emigrating to Swan Lake where growth 
accelerates and maturity is attained. 
Habitat and fish population surveys in 
tributary streams showed that unlike 
brook trout young bull trout are very 
sensitive to fine sediment in streambeds. 
The highest numbers of Juvenile bull trout 
were found in large streams having 
relatively coarse substrate with very little 
fine material. Other studies have shown 
that young bull trout prefer to live on. or 
even within, the streambed itself. The 
more coarse and unsedimented the 
streambed, the more 'nooks and crannies* 
for young bull trout, hence higher 
population densities.
The critical link between sediment in 
streambeds and concurrent land use 
practices (logging, road construction, and 
proposed hydro project construction) was 
identified by Mike Enk, a fisheries biologist 
with the Flathead National Forest He 
meticulously inventoried all roads, skid 
trails and logging units by age, size and 
type of land they covered in the drainages 
of 46 of the stream reaches that had been 
ground surveyed by fisheries crews. Using 
erosion coefficients developed in other 
USFS studies for specific land types and 
development activities, it was possible to 
roughly estimate the amount of sediment 
delivered to the streams under 'natural* 
(Continued p.2)
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Nonpoint Pollution and Forest Practices
by Peter Nielsen, Executive Director, Clark Fork Coalition
The Clark Fork Coalition, an alliance of 
56 scientific, recreational and community 
organizations and businesses with 600 
individual members from Montana, Idaho 
and Washington, was formed in 1984 in 
reaction to a controversial proposal that 
would have increased the waste discharge 
from a large pulp and paper mill near 
Frenchtown. The issue centered on a 
discreet point source of pollution—one 
that you could point at and say. There it 
is, clean it upl* At public hearings on the 
Issue, citizens from as far away as 
Sandpoint, Idaho would testify that they 
could hop in an airplane, fly up from Lake 
Pend Oreille, 200 miles downstream from 
Frenchtown, and trace the path of foam 
and polluted water all the way to the pulp 
mill.
Whether these allegations were true or 
not they illustrate a very common 
perception that a few, large, point sources 
of pollution such as the Frenchtown pulp 
mill or the Missoula sewage treatment 
plant are the root cause of the river's 
problems. If people see algae and scum 
on the rocks of the Clark Fork, they tend 
to blame the pulp mill. If they don't catch 
very many fish, they blame the copper 
mine at Butte. And everybody knows 
those pulp fish taste just awful, right?
Well, unfortunately, it is not all that 
simple. While large, discreet sources of 
pollution, such as industries and municipal 
sewage plants, can add significant loads 
of pollutants to a river like the Clark Fork.
and while they are the easiest sources to 
control and certainly the easiest to blame, 
pulp mills and sewage plants are not the 
only problems we face, and perhaps not 
even the worst.
We don't know how low fish populations 
will drop, nor how long it will take for 
them to recover, if ever.
The Clark Fork River/Lake Pend Oreille 
Basin in western Montana and northern 
Idaho drains an area of approximately 
22,000 square miles. That is a land mass 
equivalent to the combined areas of 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Jersey 
and Connecticut, plus about a thousand 
more square miles for good measure. In 
that drainage basin we have one pulp mill. 
We have four toxic waste Superfund sites, 
all upstream of Missoula, and all awaiting 
EPA action for cleanup. We have five 
municipal sewage plants which add 
significant loads of organic waste to the 
river, some more than others. The Clark 
Fork is a hardworking river. It supports a 
large irrigated agricultural industry and 
generates hydroelectric power at four 
dams. All of these things together place a 
high degree of stress on the river. But as 
significant as these pollution and water 
supply impacts may be, they may in fact 
be dwarfed by the scope of nonpoint 
pollution.
The source of this nonpoint pollution is 
the erosion of soils and sediments from 
logging roads, harvested timber lands, 
agricultural lands and other lands modified 
by people for purposes such as mining, or 
housing. This pollution doesn't come from 
a pipe at a pulp mill. It comes. Instead, 
from diffuse sources scattered throughout 
the landscape—non-point sources. They 
are hard to pinpoint certainly hard to 
control, and not as easily blamed as our 
favorite environmental whipping boys: the 
pulp mill, milltown dam. the sewage plant 
etcetera. But the effects of nonpoint 
pollution can, in fact be substantial.
Let's take a look, more specifically, at 




and 'developed* conditions. The results 
of the sediment analysis showed that the 
amount of sand and silt in the streambeds 
of Swan tributaries was determined 
primarily by the steepness of the stream 
channel and the amount of road construc­
tion in the drainage. Roads built in 
association with logging operations (rather 
than the logging itself) have been 
Identified as the main sediment- 
contributors in some other studies in the 
West as welL The reason for this is that 
during runoff and rainstorms, roads serve 
as 'conduits' that rapidly transport 
sediment-laden runoff water to streams.
One of the end products of the study 
was a computer model that would predict 
the amount of sediment (and subsequent 
juvenile bull trout losses) resulting from 
various amounts of road construction in 
the Swan drainage The model estimated
that at present, juvenile bull trout density 
Is about 6-7 percent below what it should 
be due to road-generated sediment in the 
beds of nursery streams. An additional 
1-2 percent loss was predicted from 
sedimentation if the hydro projects were 
built however, none ever were. The 
additional losses due to sedimentation of 
spawning grounds were not determined. 
The greatest negative effect probably 
would have resulted from stream 
dewatering if the hydro projects had been 
built since several projects were proposed 
on key bull trout nursery streams.
While the results of this study offer a 
significant contribution to the state-of- 
the-art for determining the influences of 
land-use activities on fisheries in a river 
drainage, they are certainly not the last 
words on the subject The science of 
quantifying and predicting drainage-wide 
impacts is still in its infancy and our study 
though extensive, was relatively crude and 
the predictive models have not been 
verified by field testing. In spite of a large 
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amount of accomplishment to date, much 
needs to be done. Unfortunately, quan­
tifying and tracking sediment created by 
land disturbances In a drainage is much 
like attempting to make accurate long- 
range weather forecasts. Just as each 
weather system differs, so does each 
watershed.
Many fisheries' biologists believe that 
improved long-term watershed monitoring 
by land management agencies such as the 
USFS and BLM will do much to foster 
better understanding of relationships 
between land use. aquatic habitat quality 
and fish production in western water­
sheds. This will result in better decision 
making and better habitat management 
One way for concerned citizens to take an 
active role in protecting and improving 
fish populations and habitat in our river 
drainages is to actively participate in the 
ongoing National Forest planning process 
and stress the need for increased 
long-term watershed and fisheries 
monitoring. ■
The Clark Fork River/Lake Pend Oreille 
Basin encompasses parts of six National 
Forests: the Lolo, the Bitterroot, the 
Flathead, the Deer Lodge, the Panhandle 
and the Kootenai. Each of these National 
Forests operates under federal policies 
which seek to minimize erosion and 
siltatlon damage within their watersheds. 
But each forest pursues its erosion and 
siltatlon control policies with differing 
degrees of vigor and zeal. In all of the 
forests, the dominant management motive 
is to increase the timber harvest
Subsequently, the National Forests of 
this region have planned to accomodate 
increased timber harvesting in coming 
years. In the Bitterroot, the Deer Lodge, 
the Lolo and the Panhandle, total forest 
road miles would more than double under 
present Forest Plans. Most of the 
increased roadbuilding would occur in 
steep, high elevation terrain where soils 
are most susceptible to erosion. And the 
U.S. Government is not the only player in 
this timber harvest game in the Clark Fork 
Basin.
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Two corporate timber giants. Champion 
Timberlands and Plum Creek Timber 
Company, have begun ambitious opera­
tions to liquidate old growth forests from 
the 1.7 million acres of forest land they 
control in Montana, much of which ties In 
the Clark Fork Basin. Plum Creek's 
President David Leland, stated In 1987 
that *Our view is that we're not going to 
see much appreciation in timber values 
over the next ten, fifteen, twenty years 
and as such, wo probably ought to get the 
money out as soon as we can.* That of 
course, could mean huge increases in 
logging of old-growth forests in this 
basin.
Together, the National Forest Plans and 
the ambitions of Plum Creek and 
Champion could lead to huge increases in 
timber harvest activity, more than dou­
bling the road miles. This, in turn, could 
lead to a very large increase in 
sedimentation to tributary streams. The 
Clark Fork Coalition believes that this will 
be a real problem.
Increased sediment loads to tributary 
streams may, in fact, be one of the most 
serious threats to trout and salmon 
habitat. Key tributaries like Fish Creek. 
Warm Springs, Lolo Creek, Ninemile Creek. 
Bull River, Pack River and others provide 
critical spawning, rearing and over­
wintering habitat for several species of 
trout and for kokanne salmon in Pend 
Oreille. The scientific studies on this is, 
like so many other watershed subjects.
Finally, the loss of soils and 
vegetative cover associated with logging 
can decrease the moisture retention 
capability of mountain soils ...leading to 
flood and erosion damage.
still fairly undeveloped. The verdict is still 
out as to how bad it actually is for the 
river habitat and ecology if tons of mud 
are washed into it. The state-of-the-art 
report by D.W. Chapman and K.P. McLeod 
states, *We believe it prudent and 
conservative on the side of salmonid gene 
pools to permit no man-caused incremen­
tal embeddedness (fine sediment 
deposition) until functional relationships 
can be established, at least in areas that 
support fisheries of moderate to high 
value...any incremental increase in inter­
gravel fines in egg pockets should be 
avoided...substrate interstices are needed 
by overwintering salmonids in the North­
ern Rockies, and fines decrease the 
availability of interstices[and]._would be 
likely to reduce overwinter survival of 
salmonids.* Scientists and technicians are 
not yet prepared to give us a definitive 
answer as to whether increased road 
building and timber harvesting will 
actually destroy our fisheries, but to be on 
the safe side they have recommended no 
increase in sedimentation until the 
question is answered.
The U.S. Forest Service Plans them­
selves even indicate that sediment levels 
after road construction will ‘increase 
substantially over background levels* 
(Helena Plan) and that ‘fish populations 
will drop...because of increased sedimen­
tation from road construction and timber 
havest* (Beaverhead Plan) We don't know 
how low fish populations will drop, nor 
how long it will take for them to recover, 
if ever.
Increased sediment loads also carry 
increased loads of nutrients which stimu­
late the growth of algae and other aquatic 
plants and can lead to the accelerated 
aging, or eutrophication of a river or lake 
In the Flathead Lake Basin it has been 
estimated that nonpoint sources of 
pollution contribute 75% of the total 
phosphorous load to the lake, compared 
to only 10% from point sources such as 
sewage treatment plants.
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Plus, the loss of precious topsoil from 
mountain slopes [from where the ad­
ditional nutrients are washed] ultimiately 
decreases the productively of second 
growth forests and the wildlife forage 
species of these areas. Finally, the loss of 
soils and vegetative cover associated with 
logging decreases the moisture retention 
capability of mountain soils. When the 
snow melts and when it rains in the 
spring, runoff can occur much faster, 
leading to flood and erosion damage. And 
the supply of water in the river can be 
greatly reduced during the hot, dry 
months of summer.
On publicly owned lands, such as the 
National Forests, road construction costs 
to access marginal logging sites are 
becoming increasingly dependant on 
taxpayer subsidies. Every National Forest 
in the region loses money on its timber 
program, adding a great irony to the 
potential destruction of valuable and 
self-sustaining resources: the watershed 
values, wildlife, fisheries, and clean water. 
In what condition will these resources be 
twenty years from today when the roads 
are all built when Champion and Plum 
Creek Timber Company are long gone and 
busy growing their trees in the productive 
loblolly pine forests of the Southeast 
United States? In what condition will our 
economy be when the old-growth timber 
is gone and the clean water and trout 
have gone along with it? And what can we 
best do to prevent the loss of our 
important aquatic resources?
IN THE PRESENT, FOR THE FUTURE
Montana already has adequate water 
quality statutes, inclusive of the Montana 
Water Quality Act, The Natural Streambed 
and Land Preservation Act and other 
important laws. If properly implemented, 
these laws are adequate to address the 
pollution of state waters from the logging 
and road building. Montana law gives the 
Board of Health and Environmental 
Sciences (BHES), through our nondegrada­
tion policy, the flexibility to deal with 
nonpoint pollution and the realities of 
social and economic worth of Industries 
and natural resources. These water 
quality laws also give the necessary 
authority to the Water Quality Bureau to 
prohibit nonpoint pollution from logging 
and road building. Under this authority, 
the Bureau recently issued a directive to 
the Forest Service outlining what con­
stitutes compliance with state water 
quality laws and regulations. The directive 
requires that Best Management Practices. 
BMP's, be used and that monitoring be 
employed to insure that beneficial uses of 
the streams are not affected adversely.
We don't seem to need another law to 
protect water quality. What we seem to
(Continued p. 4)
University Research
by M J. Spencer, WSIC,
University o f Montana
For the students, faculty end staff of the 
University, the state of Montana 
represents a vast outdoor laboratory. 
Virtually all of the faculty members are 
engaged In some form of creative activity, 
public service, or research. Many 
scientific endeavors are also carried out 
by graduate students in various depart­
ments. The following is an overview of 
Just some of the on-going projects 
related to water and water quality, 
representing such seemingly diverse 
departments as Forestry, Zoology and 
Geology.
Montana's public policy is to protect, 
maintain and improve water quality, 
although these policies oftentimes fall In 
preventing degradation. Past federal and 
state efforts to monitor impacts upon 
watersheds have been minimal. Montana's 
water quality is now most property 
protected by implementing a combination 
of Best Management Practices (BMPs) and 
instream monitoring programs. Pollution 
factors such as non-point sedimentation 
that originates from road building and 
logging activities are the two most 
detrimental effects. But as time passes, 
the recognized intrinsic and economic 
values of water quality are increasing, 
with help from the following university 
studies:
1) Department of Zoology—Professor 
Fred Allendorf— cut-throat genetics in 
the Bob Marshall and aquatics and stream 
ecology at Placid and Flathead lakes, 2) 
Department of Botany—Professor Vicki 
Watson— determining the causes of algae 
blooms in the Clark Fork River and 
fertilization experiments in controlled 
settings of artificial streams—the results 
from both these studies to be used by the 
Water Quality Bureau in controlling factors 
related to algae proliferation, 3) Depart­
ment of Forestry —Paul L Hansen, Steve 
W. Chadde. and Robert D. Pfister— 
Riparian/Wettand Forests of Montana, an 
on-going project in the classification of 
dominance types including refinements in 
habitat and ecological site types, evalua­
tions and recommendations for manage­
ment practices based on existing 
guidelines, experience and expert advice 
in a multidimensional approach to 
watershed management and forest prac­
tices. and 4) Department of Geology— 
Professor William Woessner. Director—a 
two year study concerning the Missoula
Valley groundwater quality and quantity is 
being completed, the results of which will 
be available in June. Various other 
projects from the Department of Geology 
include: transport of heavy metals in the 
sediments of the Clark Fork river system 
from the Warm Spring Ponds, effects of 
the storm drain system on the quality of 
the Missoula aquifer, impact of herbicides 
and pesticides and their movement in the 
aquifer, particular site studies of under­
ground petroleum product storage tanks, 
distribution of nitrates from septic and 
commercial systems, along with continu­
ing studies on the Milltown Superfund 
site.
Our apologies for not mentioning 
everyone...let us know what you're up tol
Wilderness and 
Civilization Program: 1988-89
The Wilderness and Civilization Program 
sponsored by the Wilderness Institute, 
University of Montana, will be back in full 
swing fall quarter. This interdisciplinary 
course of wilderness study and experience 
was developed in 1975 to offer a unique 
educational opportunity — responsive to 
our location, surrounded by over 5 million 
acres of wilderness in the Northern Rocky 
Mountains. It focuses on the relationship 
of modem society to wild nature, and 
intensively examines the implications of 
natural resource allocation and use in 
contemporary American culture.
Unking the humanities and the sciences, 
the program requires full and exclusive 
participation by all students enrolled for 
the eighteen academic credits. This year 
we will begin in late September with a 
two day orientation, before leaving on an 
eleven day wilderness trek through the 
Bob Marshall Wilderness and the spec­
tacular Rocky Mountain Front
Enrollment is limited to 36 students, so 
applying early Is Important Applicants 
are selected based on their background, 
academic interests, and stated interests 
included in the application essay. Ap­
plicants will be reviewed monthly, begin­
ning in April. Contact Ken Wall. Acting 
Director, Wilderness Institute, School of 
Forestry, University of Montana. Missoula, 
MT 59812. (406)243-5361.
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need is new regulations, administrative 
procedures, to implement those laws that 
already exist. Nonpoint sources of pol­
lution have so far escaped definitive 
regulation through the administrative rules 
of Montana, unlike most point sources of 
pollution such as the pulp mill and 
sewage plant. The Clark Fork Coalition 
believes that it is time to change this 
situation. We have therefore developed a 
proposed regulatory approach for logging 
and road building to protect the water 
quality of our rivers and streams.
A Citizen's Alternative For Forest 
Practice Regulation
This "Citizen's Alternative For Forest 
Practice Regulation Includes these basic 
components:
1) A requirement that major timber 
sales' preharvest Information should be 
filed with the State of Montana, DHES, so 
it Is known when and where timber 
harvests will occur, and when and where 
to manage for water quality problems.
2) Mandatory water quality conservation 
practices, BMP's, for road construction and 
maintanence, and for the logging opera­
tions themselves.
3) Direct mandatory language should 
replace the existant BMP language that is 
merely advisory, thus making sure the 
activities so stated are prohibited.
4) And, a new water quality monitoring 
program for logging and road building 
activities, based on strict compliance with 
the state's existing turbidity standards, 
should be Implemented—a corps of 
citizen volunteers could be used to 
accomplish monitoring especially during 
the critical period of spring runoff.
This proposal Is presently under final 
review by several other conservation 
groups and leaders in Montana. This 
proposal will be used to provide critical 
conservationist input to the Environmental 
Quality Council's interim study process, a 
nonpoint assessment being prepared by 
the Water Quality Board prior to the BHES' 
Water Quality Standards revision In March 
or May.
It is hoped that this proposal will 
overcome the present shortcomings in the 
state rules applying to forest practices. 
The four basic problems are 1) the rules 
exempt nonpoint sources from the state's 
policy of nondegradation as long as 
reasonable water and soil conservation 
practices, or Best Management Practices, 
are used, 2) mandatory BMP's for logging 




established—the state instead relies on a 
voluntary agreement with the timber 
companies which advises certain tech­
niques be used but has no regulatory 
teeth, 3) there is no established standard 
for water quality which applies to 
nonpoint pollution—nonpoint sources are 
exempt from the state turbidity standard, 
again, as long BMP's are used even 
though there's no way to enforce them 
because they are worded as advisory, and 
finally 4) there is no required water quality 
monitoring program to assure that the 
proscribed BMP's are actually doing what 
they were intended to do, to protect the 
water quality In a given drainage.
Despite the use of the best BMP's 
available, there can be so much develop­
ment In a particular drainage that 
sedimentation problems are not effectively 
controlled. The BMP's just get over­
whelmed.
This issue is an important one, of 
concern to anyone wishing to protect and 
improve the quality of wildland, fish and 
wildlife resources and water quality in the 
Clark Fork Lake Pend Oreille Basin and 
elsewhere in Montana. ■■
Gaia
On a knee a grand-child l is te n s  
To a aystic  realn iscence.
Proa the east the lava flows, 
Pushing, burning, k il lin g , burying.
Oaaaa-oaaa, Oaa Gala.
Be f r u i t fu l ,  a u ltlp ly , replenish , 
Have doalnlon over a l l  tha t aoves.
Herbicide, p estic id e , acid ra in , 
Hydra-headed techno trocitie s.
Oaaaa-oaaa, Oaa Gala.
Four horseaen rid e  the bank,
To guard the r iv e r o f no re tu rn .
Riparian/Wetland Forests; Habitat and Ecology
by Paul L. Hansen, Steve W. Chadde, 
and Robert D. Pfister
The ideal riparian classification requires 
detailed knowledge of vegetation-site- 
management interactions (ie.. an ecologi­
cal site classification based on site 
potential). However, immediate manage­
ment needs for inventory, mapping, and 
management prescriptions of riparian 
communities cannot wait until all details 
are known. Therefore, the Montana 
Riparian Association is using a two-phase 
approach toward meeting the objectives 
outlined below:
Phase I: Develop a classification useful 
for all land managers based on existing 
vegetation types (dominancce types) for 
immediate application to current manage­
ment activities. The handbook "Riparian 
Dominance Types of Montana* represents 
Phase I. It attempts to provide a common 
foundation for immediate communication 
needs and a base suitable for the 
development of Phase II.
Phase II: Conduct field investigations 
necessary to develop an ecological 
classification that reflects site potential in 
relation to site characteristics. This 
classification will provide the long-term 
foundation for specific recommended 
management practices. The ecological site 
classification is currently being developed 
by the Montana Riparian Association.
An introductory section provides an 
overview of ecological concepts, hydrol­
ogy, and geomorphology. The appendix 
provides documentation of the data base, 
glossary, and references. Users are 
encouraged to test the classification and 
provide feedback for revision. The final 
version will be out by June 1, 1988.
In 1985, the Department of Natural 
Resources and Conservation funded a 
proposal from the School of Forestry at 
the University of Montana to develop this 
program. It led to a preliminary meeting of 
the Association's multiagency cooperative 
in July, 1985 at the Lubrecht Exprimental 
Forest, University of Montana. A formal 
proposal was completed, and in April, 
1986 the first formal organizational 
meeting for the Montana Riparian As­
sociation (MRA) was held in Helena
Combining expertise from USDA Forest 
Service. USDI Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
Bureau of Land Management, Fish and 
Wildlife Service, National Park Service, 
along with State agencies such as the 
Montana Water Quality Bureau and 
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and 
Parks, plus others from the private sector 
such as Champion Timberlands and 
Western Energy Company, the Montana 
Riparian Association is working towards 
three overall objectives to develop 
management guidelines for
riparian/wetland forests in Montana in 
conjunction with the state-of-the-art 
concerning timber harvesting, silviculture 
and road construction.
Oeaae-oeae, Oaa Gaia.
Mater c lea r, s o il  u n tilled , 
Forested h i l l s ,  unzooed an iaa ls .
—by Tom Weaver
The handbook "Riparian Dominance 
Types of Montana* documents current 
knowledge on 149 species based on our 
existing data base and review of the 
literature. Of the 149 species which 
dominate riparian/wetland sites within 
Montana. 23 are trees. 29 are shrubs. 61 
are graminolds. and 36 are forbs. The 
approach of the handbook is two fold: 1) 
To present illustrations and major charac­
teristics of each dominance type, and 2) 
To present site and management descrip­
tions for each dominance type.
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Although riparian/wetland forests oc­
cupy a small percentage of forested land 
in Montana, these lands are highly 
productive and are crucial for habitat 
protection, soil conservation, fisheries, 
water quality, and stream protection. 
These forests also mitigate downstream 
impacts and other developments within 
the upper watershed. The MRA is 
committed to the wise use of natural 
resources for the long term benefits of 
society, b
The Rattlesnake Valley: <
Giardia. Beaver, and Missoula’s Water
by Tom Walsh, WSIC, University of Montana
Giardia lamblia is a flagellated Intes­
tinal protozoan. Its occurence in humans 
is common enough that it was at one 
time thought to be a normal, non- 
pathogenic inhabitant of the upper 
intestinal tract. Experiments in the 1950's 
provide evidence that C. lamblia is not a 
normal inhabitant and that it is infective. 
Further research has shown it to be a 
major cause of acute diarrhea in humans.
Drinking contaminated water is the 
most common means of infection. C. 
lamblia is ingested as a cyst which then 
lodges in the wall of the small intestine. 
Cysts divide into two trophozoites which 
mature, line the smalt intestine mucosa, 
and interfere with intestinal functioning, 
causing diarrhea or maladsorption. 
(DuPont 1980).
Waterborne outbreaks of giardiasis have 
been reported in over 30 communities in 
the U.S. over the past 25 years. Recently, 
the beaver has been increasingly accused 
of being the resevoir host of human 
Giardia infection. It seems that beaver 
were first singled out in a 1976 Giardia 
outbreak in Camas, Washington. Beaver, as 
well as muskrat, were implicated in Camas 
because cysts were found in their feces 
and the animals were close to the 
community. This was reported in the 
Journal Amer Water Works Assoc as the 
'first substantiated case of a wild animal 
contaminating a human population with 
Giardia. (Kirner et all, 1978). Yet. the 
means of 'sustantiation' was not provided.
Over the next several years beaver 
became the victim, rightly or wrongly, of a 
kind of 'guilt by association.' 'One cannot 
help but notice that with almost every 
outbreak involving resevoir-derived drink­
ing water, a search for beavers is 
immediately started. Every time a beaver 
is found associated with an outbreak, 
whether it is passing cysts or not he is 
added to the list, and his mere presence 
is enough to convict. Little attention has 
been given to other animals passing the 
same type of cysts. What is their role? Are 
dogs, cats, muskrats, and careless tourists 
to be included in this condemnation?' 
(B em ricl09M L ^
Lee Mangone, Mountain Waters general 
manager, realizes that there are other 
carriers. He cites domestic dogs as posing 
an equal or greater threat to the water 
quality of the Rattlesnake. He says that it 
is a very real possibility that dogs infected 
the beaver in the drainage to begin with. 
That is why his company backed a move 
to prohibit dogs from the RNRAW, a move 
that was defeated. Why then the concern 
for beaver? 'Because,' says Mr. Mangone, 
'beaver live in the water, dogs don't.*
To sort this out, the agencies with 
water and land use Jurisdiction in the 
Rattlesnake have formed an interagency 
task force, in addition to this, CASTOR. 
Defenders of Wildlife, Friends of the 
Rattlesnake and other groups were invited 
to comment at a meeting held February 
16th. The agreement to go ahead with the 
live trapping of the lower colony beaver
was unanimous on condition that the 
beaver were indeed 'live trapped' and that 
the terms of the original study are not 
altered down the road to allow further 
trapping beyond the one colony. Moun­
tain Water has restated their desire that 
all beaver be removed, a position they 
now see as unnecessary and probably 
impossible.
Mike Jackson, a graduate student at the 
University of Montana, is studying beaver 
dispersal in Western Montana. If trapping 
is to be done Jackson has been 
tentatively designated. In the course of his 
study he has trapped, tagged and radio 
collared several beaver in the Rattlesnake 
drainage, including two males from the 
infected lower colony. Jackson believes 
these two beavers are the only ones 
presently inhabiting the lower colony. He 
further states that this colony site is of 
such low quality that these two 'bachelor 
males* will migrate come spring. Thus, 
Jackson feels that the live trapping should 
be undertaken soon.
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Tomorrow It’s Easter in Milltown, Montana 
—April 18, 1987
The riverbank where I walk
was once the forest edge, and once the eill was here.
Soae pines still stand, but nost were cut, 
sawed, bulldozed
and chipped, or stacked In a leveled yard.
Rusty cables as thick as your are 
reach out of the sloping bank.
This week crocus blooa beside the river, pushing through 
thick-layered old and new grass, 
fraaed by fallen needles.
On ay stomach with ay eyes six Inches from one, I ask,
"How do you do, crocus, aneaone of the crowfoot faaily?”
I‘a showing off. I looked It up last night, Impressed 
with its fury stea, gray-green and lavender dress.
Its head Is bent to hide a golden heart, 
and I can see Into Its soul. It is fresh today, 
out In spite of clouds.
It starts to rain when I get hone with the log 
I drug for the kitchen range. Kara
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by the fire, I watch the rain turn to snow 
between ae and that old blocked-off bridge, 
high with iron girders.
You knew you were on a BRIDGE, then. Now kids on bikes
and people and dogs look through holes
here and there beside their feet
and see the river, taaed to a lake
between aill and daa. It is ours.
Don't those birds know It's snowing? That chickadee 
eats suet I tied to a tree. Sparrows Inspect the lawn 
and finches pick seeds from the Raabler hubcap 
I use for a feeder.
A short wild snowstorm doesn't kill a spring,
and robins sake one. But they aren't here yet,
and why does this old Bill town,
and this old river, the narrow-canyoned Blackfoot
and its used and slipping bank
seem so lively, even new today?
One-hundred-and-six years since the first luaber contract, 
this Is Saturday, the sixth day of creation.
— by Helen Juliar
Water and Wilderness
A Summary of “An Analysis of
Water Quality and Beaver Management in Rattlesnake Creek”
by US. Forest Service, Missoula Ranger 
District, Lolo National Forest—abridged 
by Karl Gunderson, WSIC
The Lolo National Forest U.S. Forest 
Service, has management responsibilities 
for lands In the Rattlesnake National 
Recreation Area and Wilderness (RNRAW) 
of which Rattlesnake Creek flows. In the 
past the creek was used by the City of 
Missoula as a principle municipal water 
source and currently is used as an 
emergency back-up supply. Mountain 
Water Company Is studying the water 
quality problems associated with Giardla 
risk before addressing whether they can 
again use Rattlesnake Creek on a regular 
basis as a municipal water source.
Mountain Water Company and the 
Montana State Water Quality Bureau 
contend that ’Beaver removal is a 
necessary step toward reducing the 
Giardia risk in Rattlesnake* This proposal 
has triggered a significant controversy. 
Public comments overwhelmingly favor 
retention of the beaver.
The Lolo National Forest, however, 
recommends that additional and more 
complete information is needed to fully 
assess the threat beaver pose to water 
quality in Rattlesnake Creek. They recom­
mend the following steps be Initiated to 
assess the situation:
1) The Missoula City-County Board of 
Health or the Montana Department of 
Health and Environmental Sciences should 
immediately implement a weekly monitor­
ing program with an objective of sampling 
100 percent of the beaver populations 
within Rattlesnake Creek for the possible 
presence of Giardia.
2) The Forest Service will cooperate 
with the University of Montana's Wildlife 
Biology program "Beaver Dispersal Study,* 
incorporating Rattlesnake Creek into the 
study area.
3) The water monitoring data will be 
analyzed and Interpreted annually by the 
Missoula City-County Board of Health and 
cooperators (USFS and Mountain Water 
Company). This information will be made 
available to the public.
4) The entire beaver/water quality issue 
will be re-analyzed at the completion of 
the study (Fall 1989) with all parties 
involved.
5) All agencies should continue to be
reservoirs of data regarding Giardia levels 
and transmission and the entire 
beaver/water quality issue.
In addition, EPA is due to publish 
national drinking water standards as they 
relate to Giardia and the requirements for 
water treatment. The State will be 
reviewing this information and providing 
direction for its application which could 
affect how Rattlesnake Creek will be used 
as a public water supply.
Public comments overwhelmingly favor 
retention of the beaver.
Monitoring frequency has increased 
since this analysis was initiated and 
results show that Giardia cysts are 
present in the water, being found in the 
filters located Immediately above the 
municipal system intake on two sampling 
occasions and in beaver fecals on 
repeated occasions but at a low density.
Laws Affecting the Beaver/Water Quality 
Issue in Rattlesnake Creek
The Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act of 
1960 provides that the national forests are 
established and administered for outdoor 
recreation, range, timber, watershed, and 
wildlife and fish purposes. Public Law 
96-476 establishing the National Recrea­
tion Area, where the beaver are located, 
states that these lands 'have high value 
for municipal watershed, recreation, 
wildlife habitat and ecological and 
educational purposes*
The state and local government also 
have the authority to establish regulations. 
The State of Montana Water Quality 
Bureau has the primary responsibility to 
provide regulation for safe drinking water.
In February 1987, an interdisciplinary 
team of USFS specialists was formed to 
study the Beaver/Water Quality issue. 
Issues and analysis areas were identified:
ISSUES:
ISSUE 1: What role do beaver play in 
the system regarding positive benefits to 
vertebrates and vegetative communities?’
Beaver create profound impacts on 
water tables and vegetative communities. 
Muskrat populations exist almost ex­
clusively as a result of beaver populations. 
Songbird populations, particularly riparian 
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warblers, which are most sought by the 
birdwatching public, generally are 
benefited by beavers. Several species of 
waterfowl are benefited by beavers. 
Whitetail deer productivity is enhanced. In 
regard to beaver mobility and recruitment 
rates. Dr. Bart O'Gara, Montana Coopera­
tive Wildlife Research Unit, says, 'Creating 
a void in the Rattlesnake (by removing 
beaver) will guarantee its recolonization 
by Clark Fork and Blackfoot River beaver 
(which are heavily infested with Giardia).' 
If beavers are removed in the Rattlesnake, 
they will generally need to be removed by 
snap trap, as opposed to live trapping and 
will be killed in the process. Removal of 
about 75 percent of the existing beaver 
could probably be done at a reasonable 
cost but the remaining 25 percent of the 
beaver would be very difficult and costly 
to remove. Trapping would need to be 
continuous. Concerning the beaver's role 
in vegetative communities, of the 60,000+ 
acres in the RNRAW, only 180 acres are 
directly influenced by beaver activity. 
Removal of beaver from Rattlesnake Creek 
would have a negative effect on plant 
diversity resulting in a negative impact on 
wildlife, recreational, and educational 
values in the RNRAW.
ISSUE 2: What role do beaver play 
regarding channel morphology, water 
discharge rates, and sediment?*
Beaver dams can potentially trap 80 
percent of the natural sediment. Removal 
of the beaver and eventual destruction of 
the dams will release stored sediment for 
delivery downstream. The actual situation 
is estimated to be significantly less than 
the theoretical amount and sediment 
delivery is viewed as a minor issue.
ISSUE 3: What role do beaver play in 
influencing recreation and human enjoy­
ment of the area?'
(Continued p.10)
History of the Rattlesnake Valley, #3
Municipal Water from Rattlesnake Creek
by Forrest H. Poe, an early resident of
Some Early Water Rights: 
Public and Private
The Rattlesnake Creek's water has 
played a very Important role in the 
development of the city of Missoula, 
Montana and the valley through which it 
flows. For about 125 years It was 
Missoula's domestic water supply. 
Missoula's founding fathers established a 
gristmill and a sawmill at the junction of 
Rattlesnake Creek and the Missoula River 
(Clarks Fork) in about 1860. A side stream 
channel of the Rattlesnake Creek was 
called, for many years, the Higgins' Mills 
Ditch. It was a source of house-use 
water hauled to the first houses built in 
Missoula and was also the first water 
company enterprise.
A few years later Higgins and Worden 
started the first piped water system, 
consisting of a series of ditches and 
hollowed out logs to deliver water from 
the creek flow to the houses. It was soon 
learned, however, the supply would freeze 
and beome unusable in cold winter 
weather. The supply system was soon 
changed to round logs with holes bored 
through lengthwise to make wooden pipes 
with fitted ends which could be buried to 
prevent freezing. Some of those hand 
bored wooden log pipes were still in use 
several years after the turn of the century.
After the N.P. Railroad was built through 
Missoula in 1882 and 1883, hardwood 
wooden stave-type pipes were shipped in 
from the east. These pipes had four and 
six-inch diameters and would carry much 
larger volumes of water at several pounds 
of pressure. Some of these wire wrapped 
wooden pipes were in use by the water 
company even after 1950. As the city 
grew and spread out, the need for 
domestic water also increased. After the 
N.P. Railroad was completed in 1883 and 
R.R. Freight hauling replaced horse drawn 
freight and passenger service. Missoula 
began to expand. City dwellers needed 
more water and so did the irrigated farms 
and outer areas of the Rattlesnake Valley. 
In Missoula, Rattlesnake Creek continued 
to share its water between city dwellers, 
mill-water use, and farming.
There were water right filings on 
ditches on both the east and the west 
side of Rattlesnake Creek which were 
bought by the water company for water to 
be used by city residents. On the west 
side of the Rattlesnake Creek it was the 
(Federson) ditch used to irrigate what is
now known as the Pony Ranch. Owned by 
the Missoula Water Company and leased 
to each tenant, it was once the Otto 
Quast ranch and later the Klapurik ranch. 
On the east side, water rights were 
acquired on the Williams Ditch used to 
irrigate a tract of land known as Williams 
Orchard, which lies east of Uncolnwood 
housing area and is, to this day, vacant 
land.
Additionally, it might be of interest that 
James M. Woods filed a water right for 
Woods Gulch (four miles north of 
Missoula) for garden use as early as 1880. 
Effinger filed a water right claim on Spring 
Creek water in 1888.
Water Storage: 
Management And Enterprise
As the city of Missoula grew in size and 
population, so did their need for water for 
house use and lawn and garden irrigation. 
This growth of city water use kept putting 
more pressure on the Rattlesnake Valley 
residents and farmers for their water to 
be diverted to city use.
in the lower valley some water users 
argued with each other and quarrelled 
over division of water rights. Ditch readers 
were hired to try to keep things under 
control. A group of farmers formed the 
Rattlesnake irrigation project which filed 
on the lake and stream rights to what is 
known as High Falls Creek. They did quite 
a bit of work on some of the lakes by 
raising or damming the outlets and 
creating more storage for snow melt 
water which could be released for use 
during low creek flows in the irrigation 
season.
During this same twenty-year period 
from 1905 to 1925, the Missoula Water 
Company was busy increasing the water 
storage in the other Rattlesnake Lakes at 
the headwaters of Lake Creek and the 
main creek. Ail that extra water storage 
and release did help quite a bit. but the 
problem was never really resolved be­
cause of the continued growth and 
demand for water both in the city and 
Rattlesnake Valley.
In 1882, T.L Greenough negotiated a 
contract with the incoming Northern 
Pacific Railroad to furnish ties. He hired a 
sizeable crew to build a camp where Poe 
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Meadows are now. They cut logs and built 
some log structures. One was a cook­
house and eating room. There was also a 
bunk house and horse stable and feed 
storage shed. Most of the men were tie 
hackers who heaved the ties flat on two 
sides and chopped them into eight-foot 
lengths. Others hauled them to the creek 
banks and decked them to be floated to 
Missoula when high water came.
One part of the crew spent a month or 
two purging the creek banks of logs and 
other obstructions which might cause too 
much stream clogging or loss of ties in 
the floating process. With all those 
precautions, many ties were lost in side 
streams and log jams on the way 
downstream. A log and cable boom were 
placed. across the creek where the 1-90 
Highway Is now, and the logs or ties were 
moved onto dry land there to be hauled 
to where they were used in road-bed 
building. After the tie contract was 
completed. Greenough kept a crew In the 
valley cutting cordwood from the timber 
not suitable for ties and floated the wood, 
timber, and logs to Missoula during each 
high water period in the spring of the 
year. After Greenough's operation ceased, 
settlers moved In to the valley, built 
cabins and houses and some tried to clear 
land for agricultural purposes.
Water Use: Personal 
Glimpses From A Homestead
Settlement of the upper part of the 
valley above Spring Gulch started soon 
after 1880. George Duncan and C. Vasser 
settled in Spring Gulch and Neeley and 
Wallman moved In to the area balow the 
Hog Back ridge in the main valley. 
Wallman used spring water from Wallman 
Gulch and Neeley had access to Rattle­
snake Creek water. A. Aaron built a house 
and other buildings between the two 
others and went into the poultry and 
chicken business. By means of a hand 
pump and pipes and storage tank, he took 
water from a spring on ground a little 
lower than his buildings.
Most of the early settlers built near a 
spring for water or where a ditch could 
divert water from a tributary of the 
Rattlesnake Creek. Most of the home sites 
did not have water piped into the houses. 
Water had to be carried from the creeks 
or springs for house use. I only know of 
two places that had dug wells for water.
My dad bought out someone else's 
improvement rights to the land located 
just above the Hog Back Ridge where 
Greenough had his tie camp 17 years 
earlier. Others had lived there between 
the time of Greenough's camp and Dad's 
purchase. John Frazer had filed a water 
right on the tributary of the Rattlesnake 
known as Frazer Creek. He put in a 
headgate and ditch to bring running water 
to the homesite. cleared and plowed some 
land, planted a garden, strawberry patch, 
and orchard of several kinds of fruit like 
apples, cherries, and plums of different 
kinds.
Frazer was followed by Weightman and 
England who built a new hewed log 
house, and a log building over the ditch 
for keeping milk and meat products cool 
in summer.
When Dad moved onto the place in 
October 1900, he concentrated on clearing 
land for agricultural use. He bought a 
team of horses, a new wagon, a plow, a 
spring tooth harrow plus what he obtained 
in his property purchase. He bought a lot 
of dynamite and blasted the stumps from 
several acres of land, plowed the land, 
established an irrigation system, planted 
timothy and clover for a hay crop for cow 
feed. He hired Frazer and Lewis Minor to 
help him get out the logs, peel them and 
build a new log chicken house. He bought 
lumber (rough) from the sawmill that was 
located at the mouth of Sawmill Gulch 
where the R.N.RA. parking lot and 
trailhead are now. With hired help and 
that lumber he put up a hayshed and barn 
for eight head of dairy cattle and calves 
plus the two horses.
In September 1905, Dad and my mother 
were married and started the Fred Poe 
family. I was the middle son of their three 
sons. As time passed, we kept clearing 
more land, raising more feed, and 
Increasing the cow herd until more barns 
and haysheds and other buildings had to 
be added. The log cookhouse and sleeping 
quarters built by Greenough were quite 
durable and were used as bams and feed 
storage for several years. But some were 
only temporary and didn't stay useful for 
long.
Saturday was usually bath day for most 
of the early day residents of the valley, 
which meant we carried much extra water 
from the ditch or creek, some to be stove 
heated for bath water On Mondays we 
washed clothes, so that meant we carried 
extra water for wash day and heated 
water on the wood range In summer we 
took advantage of solar heat to help with 
the water for washing purposes.
There were no electric lines further up 
the valley beyond the Rattlesnake Dam so 
any pumping of water or other power use 
had to be done by hand power or
gasoline motor. It was usually easier to 
carry a few buckets of water than to start 
up an old gasoline motor to try to pump 
the water. The same thing was true of 
many other chores and types of work the 
pioneers did. With no electric lights, the 
artificial lights were all from kerosene 
lamps and lanterns. After World War I the 
gasoline lantern came into use quite a bit 
If work was too hard for hand labor by 
people, we used horses for horse power.
My cousin Edgar Poe, who lived on an 
adjoining ranch, made a wooden water 
wheel and tried to generate electricity 
with it but found there was too much 
fluctuation in stream flow level between 
high water and low water in the 
Rattlesnake Creek.
In 1935 and 1936. Montana Power 
Company, owners of the water system for 
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Missoula, bought out most of the 
residents of the Rattlesnake Valley. They 
bought the land, the water rights and the 
buildings in order to get the residents out 
of the valley: one reason was to acquire 
water rights for the company and one was 
to eliminate pollution to the water in the 
Rattlesnake from livestock and human 
habitation. It was a voluntary buy-out on 
the part of the water company (Montana 
Power Company) and the sellers of the 
land. None were forced to sell their 
property.
in conclusion. I would like to say that 
water, especially clean, fresh water, is the 
world's best and most precious natural 
resource. Neither plants nor animals can 
survive without it.
Let's all do what we can to preserve 
our water supply.■■
charcoal by Peggy Moore
greatly reduced or eliminated. Cost of a 
treatment plant is estimated at 3 to 5 
million dollars. However other sources of 
Giardia may exist which could result in a 
requirement for a water filtration plant 
even if beaver are removed.
Although there appears to be a 
connection between beaver and the 
presence of Giardia. the degree of hazard 
that beaver pose to water quality and 
human health has not been fully docu­
mented nor understood. This USFS report 
recommends additional monitoring and 
scientific study to fully assess this 
situation.
ISSUE T. The Rattlesnake NRAW 
legislation and the Clean Water Act appear 
to be in conflict. Is it possible to comply 
with both acts?*
Beaver are an Important Indigenous 
wildlife species. Removal would be a 
significant loss to the long-term plant and 
habitat diversity of the RNRAW. The value 
of the area associated with beaver ponds 
for educational and ecological purposes 
would be decreased. These areas have a 
disproportionately high value because of 
the biological richness of the streamslde 
zone and its accessibility. This issue has 
also been referred for legal clarification.
SUMMARY
There is a need for additional and more 
complete Information specific to the 
Rattlesnake Municipal Watershed to fully 
assess the threat beaver pose to water 
quality in the Rattlesnake. The Mountain 
Water Quality Bureau, Missoula City- 
County Health Department, Mountain 
Water Company, and the Forest Service all 
have responsibilities for water quality in 
the Rattlesnake Municipal Watershed. It 
remains essential that these cooperative 
attempts continue towards the just and 
proper management of this important 
watershed. The beaver/water quality 
study should be completed by Fall 1989 at 
which time a re-anaiysls of the issue will 
be made. A complete copy of the Forest 
Service report can be obtained from the 
Missoula Ranger District Lolo National 
Forest. ■■ (See additional update p.12)
CLANCY GORDON
AWARD ‘ APPLICATIONS J AVAILABLE 
AFTER APRIL 15TH AT THE SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENTS. UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA.
PROPOSALS 1988
(Porest Service, fro* p.7)
There may be no change in the overall 
amount of recreational use occurring if 
beaver are removed. However, the quality 
of the recreational experience is increased 
because of the ability to view plants, 
wildlife and birds resulting from the 
riparian habitat created by beaver.
ISSUE 4; What role do beaver play in 
the aquatic ecosystem?'
Beaver activity results in more habitat 
(floods more area). Improved habitat 
(increases fish population), enriched 
habitat (Increased nutrient level and a 
more complex, stable food chain) and 
more diversified habitat (creates a niche 
for aquatic organisms, vertebrates, inver­
tebrates, algae and some fish species that 
would otherwise not exist or be found 
there).
ISSUE 5: 'Is it possible to manage 
beaver within the system and maintain 
water free of GiardiaJ'
Literature on the role of beaver in the 
transmission of Giardia is sketchy and 
Incomplete. Evidence of risk is cir­
cumstantial. Every time a beaver is found 
associated with an outbreak, whether it Is 
passing cysts or not it is added to the 
list and this association is enough to 
convict Insufficient attention has been 
given to humans and other animals 
passing the same type of cysts. There is 
credible documentation available to sup­
port the rationale that as long as the 
watershed remains in a standby mode for 
domestic consumption, a monitoring 
program for gathering and evaluating 
Giardia risk management information 
would pose little or no threat to human 
health.
ISSUE 6: What are the consequences 
(ecological, social, economic, public health 
vs. Giardia risk) of beaver removal?'
An increased amount of higher quality 
and more diversified riparian habitat 
results from the presence of beaver in the 
Rattlesnake system. This improved habitat 
produces a wider variety and larger total 
number of plant and animal species, which 
in turn. Improves and provides more 
opportunity for quality recreation. Environ­
mental education opportunities are also 
greatly expanded. The increased value 
resulting from the presence of beaver is 
in terms of improved quality, esthetic and 
educational opportunities rather than 
increased monetary value.
Mountain Water Company maintains 
that a variance from building a water 
filtration plant can be obtained If beaver 
are removed and the risk of Giardia is
The Clean Water Act requires USFS 
personnel to comply with STATE ad­
ministrative regulations regarding the 
control of water pollution. Water treat­
ment facilities must be considered prior to 
land use controls. The RNRAW was 
established to preserve the wilderness 
values of certain lands and to promote 
the recreation, watershed, wildlife and 
educational values of the remaining lands. 
A major benefit of the area is the 
interpretation of a natural ecosystem for 
visitors and educational groups. Removal 
of the beaver will result in a less natural 
ecosystem.
The Forest Service recognizes the 
conflicts in the objectives of the Clean 
Water Act and RNRAW legislation and has 
made a request to the Office of General 
Council to clarify legal implications.
ISSUE 8: Tf beaver are removed, can
the Forest Service...[provide] for educa­
tional opportunities as directed in the 
RNRAW legislation?*
MATTHEW HANSEN ENDOWMENT
The Matthew Hansen Endowment was 
established in 1984 by the family and 
friends of Matthew Hansen, to offer grants 
for research and writing on Montana; 
specifically, the relationship of its people 
to the land through historical research, 
creative writing or wilderness studies.
at WSIC, x5361.
PROPOSALS DUE APRIL 4th
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The International Wildlife Film Festival is 
a many-faceted festival which goes far 
beyond film as an entertainment medium 
or a professional outlet. The International 
Wildlife Film Festival has been built on the 
tenet that film is a powerful educational 
tool; that film is an integrating force that 
can combine the many values of 
humanism, science and Nature; that the 
recombination of Nature with Man in film 
is an astoundingly influential means to 
present knowledge; and that these 
principles have been poorly understood by 
film makers, scientists, and educators 
alike.
Wildlife films and videos just may save 
the World. Why? Because they— best of 
all—combine a fascinating topic and 
humanism with education and information 
flow. Film and wildlife, together, form a 
compelling and agreeable medium that 
grabs and holds people's attention, can 
communicate universally, can speak with­
out a sound or in any language, can be 
replicated easily, can mutate to meet 
change, and can reach vast audiences.
11th Annual TWFF Program
Childm's Night/Beat the Crowds, $2
Children's Matinee, Children's Night/Beat the Crowds, S2
No Events
Special Showings:Classics, Videos, $2
Beat the Crowd Showings. Assorted Winners, $4, Special Showings, 
Field Trips
Beat the Crowd Showings, Part I, $4, Awards Ceremony, Official 
Opening of Festival, Field Trips
Film Showings. Part II. $4. Honors, Celebrity Speech. Workshops/ 
Planals/Speakers 11am to 5pm: Victoria Oompka, Jeffrey Boswall. Tom 
Simon
In ten years, the International Wildlife 
Film Festival has learned how to combine 
this knowledge in the judging of films, in 
presenting programs, in designing 
workshops. in stimulating widely- 
separated professionals to work together, 
and in integrating knowledge to build new 
understandings. We have learned to look 
back as well as ahead; we have learned to 
listen to the still small voices of children 
and other cultures; we have learned how 
to survive in 'the fast lane* of the 
business world and academic elitism. We 
have learned how to cope with indif­
ference, professional jealousy, 'small 
town* attitudes, and bureaucracy. We have 
learned how to keep a better perspective 
on our own worth and motives, to be 
self-critical, and to be tolerant.
Film Showings Part I, $4, President's/Govemor's/Mayor's Welcome. 
Celebrity Speech, Wo rkshops/Panels/Speakers 10am to 5pm: Katyn 
Sandstrom. Bev Morse. Adam Halvorson, Alan Carey. David Suzuki. John 
Livingston
Film Showings Part II S4, Students' Welcome. Celebrity Speech, 
Workshops/Panets/Speakers 9am to 5pm: Janet O'Neil, Hueget Parent 
Charles Kruatt Gene Bernofsky, Charles Jonkel. Matt Jones. Frank Tyro. 
Joyce Camper. Dave Wilson
Part I and Request Showings S2. Board of Governor's Meeting. Field 
Trips. Speakers, Party and Square Dance
JOIN US IN 1988!! APRIL FIRST TO THE TENTH!!
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In ten years, the International Wildlife 
Film Festival has 'grown up,* has earned a 
place in the sun, has made Missoula. 
Montana, a center of worth on the 
international scale. In ten years we have 
learned the value of the fresh new 
attitudes of youth, of combining learning 
with doing, of building a 'community* of 
professionals as a new concept is being 
implemented. In ten years we have had a 
lot of fun fighting amongst ourselves in 
order to reach agreement working 
ourselves to utter exhaustion to achieve a 
goal, and suffering excruciating embar­
rassments to learn. We are not afraid to 
look you straight in the eye. oat
by Charles "Chuck" Jonkel, Department 
of Environmental Studies,
University o f Montana
Update on Beaver Management in Rattlesnake Creek
by Kari Gunderson, Wilderness Institute, 
University o f Montana
A meeting was held Tuesday, February 
16, 1988, with representatives from the 
U.S. Forest Service, City-County Health 
Department, Montana State Department of 
Health and Environmental Sciences and 
the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, 
and Parks. Mountain Water Company and 
representatives from several environ­
mental groups—Friends of the Rattle­
snake, Defenders of Wildlife and Citizens 
Against Senseless Trapping of Rodents 
(CASTOR)—were also in attendance.
Several government agencies have 
proposed an experimental plan to remove 
beavers suspected of Giardia infection 
from the lower beaver pond along 
Rattlesnake Creek in the Rattlesnake 
National Recreation Area and Wilderness. 
This colony of 2 to 5 beavers will be live 
trapped and transplanted.
The Forest Service began water 
monitoring of Rattlesnake Creek in 1980. 
Giardia cysts were first detected in 
beaver stools in the lower pond in 1986. 
Consequently monitoring of all beaver 
ponds was intensified during the summer 
of 1987 with weekly counts from 
mid-August to early October to determine 
how extensive the Giardia problem was 
and if it could be isolated. The Forest 
Service consistently found Giardia cysts 
in the lower beaver colony.
The participating agencies believe that 
on a trial basis, this experimental removal 
of beaver from the lower pond will 
provide them the opportunity to determine 
if the Giardia manifestation can be 
curtailed by removal management 
methods. Skip Rosquist, Forest Service 
hydrologist for the Lolo Forest, states 'the 
objective of the study is to see, if through 
isolating the source of Giardia. whether it
can be removed from Rattlesnake Creek.' 
Removal of the beavers from the lower 
pond, as the suspected source of Giardia. 
may determine if this is a reasonable 
method. He believes that if these beavers 
are not removed, the infected beavers 
may move out of the lower pond (due to 
insufficient and sustainable food source) 
and spread the infection to the upper 
beaver colonies.
So far, beaver colonies in the upper 
ponds are not infected with Giardia. Mr. 
Rosquist stated emphatically that the plan 
for beaver removal is not a Forest Service 
proposal or action. The Forest Service is 
providing data from water monitoring to 
the interagency team studying the 
problem. It is not clear at this time exactly 
who will assume responsibility for the 
experiment. The beaver removal is NOT 
considered a substitute for the construc­
tion of a filtration p la n t s
SM ALL W ORLD
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Sponsored By EVST Advocates; ASUM; Student Action Center 
Wilderness Institute.
Thursday, April 21 John Muir's Birthday; National Forest Service Day of Protest' Reception 
at Rankin Hall; Keynote Address 7pm, UC Ballroom.
Friday, April 22 Earth Day; Clancy Gordon Memorial Environmentalist Hellralser's Rally 
at the *M*; Candidates Environmental Forum. UC Montana Rooms; 
Potluck; Montana Redneck Buckaroo Jamboree. Music and Dancing.
Saturday, April 23 Kid's Day. Environmental Games; Campus and Clark Fork River Cleanup; 
Environmental Balloon Sendoff.
Speakers Expected Nancy Anderson-New England Environmental Network; John Zelazney- 
Wyoming Wildlife Federation; Brad Martin-Montana Public Interest 
Research Group.
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The Forest Book: For Enthusiasts Only
After five years of piecing together 
environmental education materials for her 
logging camp students on Prince of Wales 
Island, Alaska, Helen Juliar came up with a 
very nice book. The Forest Book, a 
hand-printed Southeast Alaska forest 
notebook of games, a big map to make, 
along with many learning activities for 
both outdoors and in, is as Helen says 
“for elememtary-age kids and other 
outdoor enthusiasts.* Nicely illustrated, 
this book has been selling well and could 
become a model for other outdoor guides 
that aim high to understand an environ­
ment, our place in it and the insights 
obtainable from its complex realities. It is, 
from cover to cover, an environmental book 
worth every page.
The author, Helen Juliar, was born in 
South Dakota and graduated from high 
school in Iowa. She spent several years in 
or near Libby, Great Falls, Hardin and 
Miles City, Montana when her children 
were young. She completed her B.S. 
degree at the University of Wisconsin, 
River Falls, at the age of forty, and her 
M.A. and Ph.D. at the University of 
Minnesota where she was an Assistant 
Professor. She has worked throughout 
Alaska for over ten years, including the 
Bristol Bay area, Arctic villages, the State 
Department of Education in Juneau, 
Ketchikan and Southeast logging camps. 
She has moved to Missoula to be 
outdoors and to study and to write.
M i l f l t J  K  M.kt Rrocock. a f orcst«r, 
shared hi S cariauxifjr and knowledge about th e  to rest with the 
school h i ts  in h it carnf
I n ^ r> ju ctton
This notebook was "handmade," while I  was Caching 
in one-room, one-teacher elementary Schools  in Southeast 
Alaska logging comps. With the  kids I  shored the 
tstiTkment ctf* learning something about their forest world. 
These p s je s  ore only an introduction to  Some of the 
forest ecotypes, A study of 4h» ecosystem  would include 
much more — the animals, the ’tid e fla ts , th e  birds.
We are ju s t  getting started . The notebook is printed with 
an amateurs enthusiasm for shoring.
The garner activities and studies range from simple to 
tte difficult and provide individual and group activities. 
This is not a workbook hut a collection o f ac tiv ities  from 
which we chose and changed OS th ey  “f i t .
The hook Alaska Trees and Shrubs and the  pamphlet 
Wild, fdibit and Poisonous Plants o f Alaska went with us outdoor
and were kepi handy oil the time. They got muddy and
familiar!
The ptasfi'c rings a r t  tem porary fastenings 
should he replaced wdh o 3 -ring binder. Some sheets o f 
^ght-weight cardboard and some Toritocf *trre included at the 
of 4he notebook to help you get your plant collection 
started.
C o n t  e n t  s
The Forest Book can be ordered from 
its author, Helen Juliar, Box 84, Milltown, 




help the ataosphere bring the ozone back
help Grizzly bear keep h is  hose 
clean up the water
do what i s  necessary
—by Charles Amarack
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* MEXICO CITY — Ecologists are
stamping Mexican currency with political 
slogans protesting the impending opening 
of the Laguna Verde Nuclear Power 
Plant—Mexico's first—near Veracruz. The 
environmental coalition maintains that the 
proposed use of enriched uranium at the 
atomic installation is unacceptable. *We 
will maintain acts of civil disobedience in 
our struggle,* said leader Jose Arias
Chavez.
* MEXICO CITY — This week air
pollution in the Valley of Mexico reached 
its highest level in history, the Ecology 
Ministry announced. Pollution levels of 
290 approached the ‘dangerous* mark of 
300 and high-polluting factories were
temporarily closed down. The world's 
largest city with 18 million inhabitants 
releases thousands of tons of toxic gases 
dally into the atmosphere.
* TORONTO — Canadian governments 
fear that they must wait for the next U.S. 
president to make any progress in 
reducing U.S. acid rain emissions. After 
the most recent round of negotiations in 
Washington, the chief Canadian negotiator 
said that the U.S. position 'fails well short 
of the mark* and does not contain any 
quantitative reductions or a time frame for 
achieving them.
* LONDON — Radiation contamination 
from the Chernobyl disaster may force 
government restrictions on sheep farming 
for the next 30 years, said an independent 
agency report released here. At present 
416 farms in Wales and 219 in England 
and Scotland have higher radiation levels 
than deemed safe and should be barred 
from selling meat under British law, the 
report said.
* SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA — This week 
the 17th general assembly of the 
international Union for Conservation of 
Nature and Natural Resources wrapped up 
its meeting, which was attended by over a 
thousand participants representing 105 
countries and 500 government ministries 
and NGOs worldwide. National parks 
saved from ruin and wildlife species 
rescued from near extinction were among 
the bright spots, but new threats to 
wildlife and population pressures on 
nature conservation were on the dark 
side. The organization decried smuggling 
of Latin American endangered species 
pointing out that the U.S. is the largest 
market for wildlife products. Greenpeace 
was represented by David McTaggart, who 
chaired the GP International Board meet­
ing the week before in San Jose (also 
attended by International Board member 
Steve Sawyer). The board meeting coin­
cided with the opening of the Costa Rican 
Greenpeace field office.
* BHOPAL — Hundreds of Indian 
children marched through the streets of 
Bhopal and burned an effigy of the former 
Union Carbide Corp. chairman to mark the 
third anniversary of the poisonous gas 
leak disaster that killed 2,850. On Dec. 2 
India sued Union Carbide for negligent 
safety standards and is seeking $3 billion 
in restitution. Ten Union Carbide 
executives were named in the suit, 
including former chairman Warren Ander­
son who was charged with 'culpable 
homicide.'
ECONET: National and World Issues
• RICHLAND. WASH. — Officials es­
timate It will cost the government 
between $4 billion and S16 billion to clean 
up two thirds of the radioactive waste 
accumulated during 44 years of weapons 
production at the Hanford Nuclear Reser­
vation. The other third, requiring another 
decade of disposal method study will be 
gotten rid of for the mere cost of 
between $940 million and $16 billion. The 
study alone will be a bargain at a cost of 
$260 million.
* MERCURY. Nev—  Soviet and 
American nuclear scientists kicked off four 
days of closed-door meetings at a Nevada 
steak house to develop methods to verify 
the size of superpower nuclear testing. 
The 20-member Soviet delegation will be 
touring the Rhode Island-sized Mercury 
test site for the first time. The visit has 
been called the first step in developing a 
working nuclear test ban treaty.
* WASHINGTON — The Energy Depart­
ment has made It official; the N-reactor at 
Hanford will not be restarted. A DOE 
spokesman said 25 year-old reactor will 
be mothballed indefinitely because there 
is no shortage of plutonium in the U.S. 
weapons program.
* BERLIN — The Soviet Union has 
begun dismantling intermediate range 
nuclear missiles as called for the recently 
signed INF treaty, an East German news 
agency reported Twenty two rockets and 
12 launchers were stationed at the site, 
according to papers released after the INF 
negotiations. The U.S. Senate has yet to 
ratify the INF Treaty.
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* WASHINGTON — The Army and Shell 
Oil Co. agreed to spend nearly $1 billion 
to clean up hazardous waste dumped at 
the Army's Rocky Mountain Arsenal. The 
Shell Oil settlement represents the largest 
Superfund cleanup ever negotiated by the 
government dwarfing the previous record 
cleanup of $70-$90 million negotiated 
with Westinghouse in 1985. Initially the 
Army used the Rocky Mountain facility to 
produce chemical weapons. Shell leased 
part of the facility from the Army in 1952 
for the production of pesticides.
* YUCA FLAT. Nev. — Scientists 
exploded a 20 kiloton nuclear device at 
the Nevada test site less than a week 
before the opening of the Superpower 
summit In Washington. This was the 15th 
nuclear test conducted by the U.S. in 
1987.
* CAPE EVANS. Antarctica — The M.V. 
Greenpeace, carrying the new team of 
overwinterers, arrived at Greenpeace's 
World Park Base and began resupply 
efforts to kick off the 1988 expedition. 
Peter Wilkinson, expedition coordinator, 
said the 1987 team was in good spirits 
and the new team was eager to begin 
work on the base. The Greenpeace will 
remain in Cape Evans for two weeks 
before visiting other bases in the area.
* WELLINGTON. NX — Greenpeace was 
on hand to monitor the latest round of 
talks aimed at reaching a final draft for a 
Mineral Convention that would open up 
Antarctica for minerals exploitation. Ten­
sions between nations with territorial 
claims in Antarctica and non-claimant 
states remains the greatest stumbling 
block to drafting a convention.
* OONAIVES. hialti — Greenpeace is hot 
on the trail of the Khian Sea the garbage 
ship that illicitly dumped more than 1,000 
tons of Philadelphia incinerator ash in 
Haiti last week. The Khian Sea, which left 
Philadelphia more than 15 months ago. 
tried to pass the toxic ash off as fertilizer 
to unsuspecting farmers. When the scam 
was exposed, the Khian Sea was forced to 
reload the ash and flee. The ship left 
more than 1,000 tons of the ash behind. 
A Greenpeace team and film crew flew to 
Haiti to document this travesty. On 
Monday, Greenpeace hung a banner in 
French, Creole. English and Spanish 
decrying dumping of toxics in the 
Caribbean basin. Working with Friends of 
Nature, a local environmental group. 
Greenpeace publicized the hazards of the 
ash and met with the Haitian Prime 
Minister Martial Celestin and the minister 
of the environment to discuss the 
dumping threat. Well-informed sources 
say the Khian Sea is making Its way to 
the French-protectorate of Martinique.
* TOKYO — Japan vowed It would 
continue to slaughter minke whales in the 
Antarctic ignoring a vote against the hunt 
by the International Whaling Commission.
ECONET/GREENPEACE:
! KALUNDBORG. DENMARK — Green- 
peacers occupied two large coal cranes at 
the Asnaes Power Station here waving 
banners reading "NO-X-PORT." referring to 
the ‘export’ of nitrogen oxide (NO-X) by 
the polluting Oanish power station. The 
chimmney's emissions are contributing to 
North Europe's acid rain problems.
* WASHINGTON. D.C. —A newly formed 
industry trade group opened a campaign 
to recycle plastic bottles. Plastics 
represent 4-7 percent of the U.S.'s solid 
waste stream. While 50 percent of 
aluminum cans and 10-15 percent of 
glass packaging are currently being 
recycled, only about 1 percent of plastics 
produced in the country is being recycled.
* WASHINGTON — The EPA called for 
restrictions on the production of chemi­
cals believed to be damaging the ozone 
layer. The EPA hopes to cut the 
production of chloroflourocarbons by 50 
percent by 1989 in compliance with an 
accord signed by the U.S. and 23 other 
nations in September.
? WASHINGTON — The Environmental 
Protection Agency announced a cut in 
1988 spending on pollution abatement 
programs. The EPA said that due to 
budgetary constraints the agency would 
spend 2 percent less on pollution 
abatement and control programs and eight 
percent less on research and develop­
ment.
* WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court 
narrowed the rights of citizens to sue 
companies for pollution under the Clean 
Water Act. The high court ruled that 
citizens and environmentalists could not 
sue over past violations. Suits may only 
be brought if the pollution is continuing 
on a steady or intermittent basis.
* WASHINGTON — Commerce Secretary 
William Verity has communicated to the 
Japanese that he will regard any minke 
whale kill as a violation of the inter­
national moratorium on commercial whal­
ing. By now the Japanese whaling fleet 
has arrived in the Antarctic whaling 
grounds to conduct a 'scientific research* 
kill of 300 minke whales. If the hunt 
begins, the Commerce Department will be 
forced to bring sanctions against Japan 
under the Packwood-Magnuson amend­
ment
* LONDON — Long-suppressed govern­
ment documents were recently published 
in Britain detailing a 1957 nuclear accident 
that was considered the worst in history 
before the Chernobyl disaster of 1986. The 
Windscale nuclear reactor burned out of 
control for 16 hours in 1957 releasing 
more radiation into the atmosphere than 
the Three Mile Island accident The 
reactor remains sealed and cleanup is 
expected to take more than a decade at a 
cost of more than $30 million. No one 
was killed at the time of the accident, but 
an estimated 33 subsequent deaths can 
be related directly to the disaster.
* INDIA — Indian Prime Minister Rajiv 
Gandhi plunged Into a lagoon to save an 
injured whale while vacationing on a 
remote island in the Arabian sea. His 
startled body guards followed suit and 
successfully freed the whale that had 
become stranded on a coral reef.
* FLORIDA — According to the National 
Marine Fisheries Service, between 
Thanksgiving and this week. 85 dead 
dolphins have been found on Florida 
shores from Jacksonville to Daytona 
Beach. These dolphins are definitely 
suffering from the same disease which 
took almost 500 -  or about a third of the 
estimated population of coastal dolphin 
over the past several months. Lesley 
Scheele of the Ft. Lauderdale office is 
lending her expertise in an effort to 
unravel the mysterious cause. To date, 
tissue samples have been taken from dead 
dolphins for 80 metallic and 20.000 
organic chemical compounds and for 
biotoxins. With a few exceptions nothing 
out of the ordinary has been found.
! MICHIGAN — Congratulations to GP 
Great Lakes Toxic campaigner Diane 
Hebert who was recently named Woman 
of the Year by the readers of Review- 
magazine in Saginaw. Michigan.■■
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A Survey About Wilderness
by C.B. Pearson, Montana Public 
Interest Research Group
Congress is currently debating the 
merits of expending the designated 
wilderness areas in Montana. As this 
debate grows and moves toward final 
resolution, it is important that student 
opinion be gauged and distributed to the 
appropriate decision makers.
A survey was conducted to determine 
the opinions of UM students on wilder­
ness preservation and why students 
support or oppose additional wilderness. 
Also tested was the depth of support for 
wilderness when there Is a conflict with 
commercial development
The UM student body does not fit the 
typical view of a campus population; the 
UM campus population is older, with many 
students having deep roots in and 
commitment to Montana. For example, the 
median age of this survey was 23, with 
the minimum age 18 and the maximum 
age 50. Eighty-six percent of the student 
body claim Montana as their state of 
residence.
Methodology
This survey was conducted by student 
volunteers in an interview format. Volun­
teers were instructed about the interview 
process, and then assigned to various 
buildings on the campus at random times. 
In determining locationsevery attempt was 
made to ensure the best possible 
representative sample of the student 
body. The sample size was 233 which
provided for a standard error of about 3.3 
percent The data were then analyzed 
using the Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences—Version X (SPSS-X) 
statistical program.
Discussion of Results
The depth of support for wilderness 
preservation is remarkably strong among 
the student body at the University of 
Montana. There was little difference in 
level of support between sexes, in-state 
and out-of-state students, class level and 
school.
Both the concept of wilderness and 
importance of wilderness enjoy near 
unanimous support in all characteristics 
tested by the poll. Testing for support on 
the concept of wilderness and importance 
of wilderness alone, however, wouldn't 
give a true picture of the population's 
depth of support.
Testing support for preserving ad­
ditional wilderness helps give a better 
picture of depth of support. In this area 
out-of-state students showed stronger 
support than in-state students, although 
both showed overwhelming support for 
adding wildlands to the already designated 
areas in Montana.
Even further evidence of depth of 
support comes from the response to the 
question of foregoing development of 
wilderness if resources are found in the 
potential wilderness area. Only seven 
percent favored development while over 
two-thirds support wilderness designation 
even when there is potential for conflict 
with development. This is strong support, 
particularly in tough economic times.
The survey also gives some insight into 
why the population supported adding 
wilderness in Montana. It is clear that 
there is great concern about the natural 
environment as two out of the top three 
responses focus on protecting the flora 
and fauna. The other reason was to 
preserve wildlands for future generations.
The three primary reasons, in comparison 
to the other responses, speak to the 
general selfless response of those who 
desire to see more wildlands preserved.
It Is nothing less than remarkable that 
nine out of ten respondents had visited a 
wilderness area in the last year. Further, 
more than one-third had visited a 
wilderness area ten or more times In the 
last year.
At the same time information was 
collected on the number of visits there 
was also data collected on the purpose of 
the visit The most common responses 
were those you would expect: day hiking, 
camping, and Ashing. What was unusual 
was how many of those polled also 
indicated the 'other* category and listed 
such diverse activities as picnicking, 
meditation, solitude and research.
Wilderness is an important asset 
desired by the UM student body both for 
its natural values and unique oppor­
tunities. In addition there is a strong 
desire to see the amount of wilderness in 
Montana expanded.
For more details on the survey, contact 
C.B. Pearson at MONTPIRG. 356 Corbin 
Hall, University of Montana, Missoula, MT 
59812. 243-2907.BB
LEWIS AND CLARK NATIONAL FOREST PLAN APPEAL
by Mike Bader,  President of the Badger Chapter.
On June 4, 1986, Regional Forester James Overbay signed the Lewis and Clark National Forest 
Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement(Plan). The Plan outlines resource management 
policy on the Forest for the next SO years, as required by the National Forest Management Act of 1976. 
The Lewis and Clark Plan was subsequently appealed by thirteen individuals and groups, including the 
Badger Chapter of the Glader/Two Medicine Alliance.
On January 11,1988, the Badger Chapter sent it's final appeal comments to the Forest Service, thus 
closing the appeal record, which had been open for 19 months. The entire appeal record is before the Chief 
of the Forest Service, awaiting his final decision. His comments may determine whether or not there is 
legal action regarding the appeal. Arrival at the Chiefs office represents the final rung on the 
administrative ladder. The next step would be a federal district court
The Badger Chapter appeal alleges extensive violation of environmental laws, with particular emphasis 
on impacts to endangered species such as the grizzly bear and the gray wolf. The Rocky Mountain 
Division of the forest, also known as the Rocky Mountain Front, is 100% occupied grizzly habitat Gray 
wolf activity on the division has increased in recent years. The appeal has sought a deoiled analysis of the 
consequences of the Plan's decisions. The Plan mandates oil and gas development within virtually all 
roadless areas of the Forest, as well as extensive "below-cost” timber harvests on the Jefferson 
Division.The Plan, as it now stands, would be very harmful to biodiversity on the Forest In particular, 
conservation of threatened and endangered species would be set back or eliminated. In short, one of the 
most pristine ecosystems known anywhere in the U.S. would be turned into a trailer town oil and gas 
field, with free danger for alL
During the appeal process, the Badger Chapter received a major victory when the Chief of the Forest 
Service granted part of the requested relief by prohibiting any activities which would alter the wilderness 
characteristics within any of the Forest's roadless areas. This decision forces compliance with the ruling of 
California v. Block. It is the only stay of its kind that we are aware of.
Now we need your help. We are asking for money, in any sum you can contribute. Safeguarding our Badger Chapter, Box
wildland and wildlife resources for our future generations has never been free, and less so now than ever.
Anything you can do to help is most greatly appreciated, mm
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Carpentry, by Invitation The Trapper
— 1979
Hey I Did you know
teak i s  no longer exported from Thailand?
I t ' s  a fa c t. Proa a s a te l l i t e  they saw one th ird  
of the fo rest dead. One th ird  of the ra in  
now gushes in to  the farmlands, gushes 
into the stomachs of the people, and of course 
the price also  has risen , threefold  in New York.
But what does i t  n a tte r
tha t there are black marketeers in Hong Kong,
or tha t elephants have become sen tin e ls ,
or tha t from empty bowls we might be making cabinets?
When the morning is  dragged from darkness,
t e l l  me i t  doesn 't n a tte r
we a l l  have nightmares beneath s tree tlan p s
from schemes th a t leave our neighbors with empty bowls.
But don 't take th is  too hard, my frien d . P a rra lle l wakes 
drip  from every oar over the farmland where we, too, 
have held the limp body, pumping death in c irc le s  
u n til we have seen l i f e
in celebration for the f i r s t  time, once more.
But we must go fu rth e r, the fo rest is  fa r ,
and we know there are black marketeers in Hong Kong
poaching logs fa s te r  than we might scoop r ic e .
The coyote, intoxicated by the distilled scent 
of sex, ignored the violated duff, tousled 
aspen leaves, and the insidious logic of metal 
cut by man.
The night is no friend as it plummets to minus 18, 
nor the sudden crunch of snow, the stink 
of sweat and tobacco that she catches 
on the tongue-tip of the wind.
The man approaches.
He sees her lip curt back, teeth bared
in the light of the Ray-O-Vac, and bares his own
in a cruet grin.
He is pudgy with short greasy black hair. He wears 
a sheepskin coat rimmed with wolf. The coyote knows 
he plays both sides. He carries a .22 rifle, 
and sees $75 as he looks past the cage of teeth 
to a steak dinner, a fifth of booze, new shirt, 
and swoater for the wife. The wind howls.
It is an eerie place, a strange land.
The coyote's pale almond eyes turn the light 
back at him as words he can almost hear. The wind. 
He lets himself hear nothing. He raises the gun 
and fires punching a pencil-sized hole into her skull 
just above the left eye.
—by MB Hamilton
JOB ANNOUNCEMENTS
Trainer/Councelor Positions; Agency In­
terns. Environmental Research openings. 
CONTACT...COOP ED. Main Hall 22, Univer­
sity of Montana. Missoula 59812 
(406)243-2815.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT? Kootenai Na­
tional Forest- Contact School of Forestry, 
University of Montana. Rm 108, 243-5521.
SEASONAL EMPLOYMENT) 20 positions 
(4-9 mths) $925/mo. as Biologist-Aide 
Fisheries. SEPO, SC448 for applications 
ASAP, or Dr. Lee Metzger. Department of 
Wildlife, University of Montana. This 
announcement is now one month old.
SPRING QUARTER: NEW COURSE OF­
FERINGS IN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT WBiO 
395 Sec 1, 4cre; WBio 595 Seel, 4cre. 
Additional info from Wildlife Biology 
Office. U of M, 3rd floor Forestry. 
243-5272.
The coyote flees the bullet
leaping from the falling animal into the arms of the wind. 
She watches him skin and gut the meat that was hers, 
still feels the tiny pattering hearts of three pups 
that lie strangling in the ruptured coils.
She floats over twisted knobs and gullies
cut angry by the roily blood of spring,
over her tribe who wail as she eclipses the moon,
over the house where the trapper lives. Here
she recognizes revenge, descends, and enters
through its thin walls. She floats the rooms
voiceless as an egg. She hears breathing.
The trapper's wife calls out through a veil of sleep.
*ls that you? Are you home?' Her soft breasts 
rise and fall. The coyote begins to burrow.
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